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The original exterior appearance of the Stone Mill was similar in plan
to the present appearance. The building was constructed of native
limestone, is 59 feet by 52 feet in plan, and two stories (22") high.
The walls vary in thickness from 6 feet at the base (basement) to
about 18 inches at the top. There were two floors plus a loft and a
basement in the original structure. The original roof was of the
hipped form. Due to structural changes within the building, the
original floor levels are a matter of conjecture. The present second
floor level bisects the windows in the northern most two-thirds of
the building while the first floor is nearly flush with the corresponding
window sills. From this and other evidence, it would appear that the
original interior arrangement was split level.
There are two large arches in the south foundation wall indicating that
originally the water was routed beneath the building in order to power
the machinery. In 1914 a concrete retaining wall was constructed which
blocked the above mentioned arches and the water was routed to the east
side of the building where it turned two water turbines.
Between 1874 and 1890 the original roof was removed and the present one
constructed giving the mill a large loft. During the course of its
history several frame and brick additions were added and removed. The
only remaining addition is a frame lean-to on the east side constructed
in 1914. It is located directly over the water turbine wells.
The mill operated under water power from 1851 to 1947 when a local flood
control project diverted the water. At that time the mill was converted
to diesel power and operated until 1963 when the machinery was removed
from the building and sold.

1851

The Stone Mill was built by William Painter who began construction
in 1851 on a site called the Heivly water power. A dam was constructed less than one-half mile upstream on the Upper Iowa River
and a race was dug from the dam to the mill site. The water
supplied power for both Painter's Gristmill and a nearby sawmill.
According to tradition, Painter built a small, frame gristmill with
one run of stones on the site, building the larger stone structure
around this first mill. The stone building was probably completed
in 1852 or 1853. Taking the date when construction was begun (1851),
it is the oldest remaining building in Decorah,and was the first of
at least 15 mills to utilize the Upper Iowa River as a source of
power.
William Painter sold the mill to Henry Heivly in 1866 who in turn
sold to Amnion & Scott (local manufacturers of farm machinery and
among other things water turbines) in 1870. By 1875 they had made
many improvements, among them converting from stone to roller milling
machinery and were shipping flour to many parts of the United States.
The mill was later operated by a Mr. Phelps and the Thompson brothers,
and in 1890 was sold to Anthony and George Bernatz. The mill was
operated until 1963 by the Bernatz family when it was sold to Roy
Carlson of Decorah who deeded it to the Norwegian-American Museum
in 1968.
The Norwegian-American Museum has restored the exterior of the building
to the period 1900-1914 and renovated the interior for exhibit space.
Present the mill is the Museum's division of Pioneer Industry with
exhibits on agriculture, lumbering, carpentry and blacksmithing.
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